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ABSTRACT-Technology Building a SaaS with existing technology is hard new software technology, useful for both 

business and education purposes Business can be easily adopted in several domains, such as Healthcare, education 

and OA (Office Automation). SaaS application gave many aspects of business management. For that it became 

available and using in many domains. It will be needed to realize customer’s requirements from design to runtime. 

Wherefore the modeling issue is very important for SaaS application. We will follow model driven architecture for 

mapping from source of model to the target of the model. In this paper we described new model for SaaS application 

to simplify management. By benefit from meta-model and type graph we dynamically generated instances to our 

model. And showed two cases study first bank system to show the need of autonomic management for SaaS 

application and the other SaaSHER to describe the new model for SaaS application. 

Keywords, meta-model, type graph, autonomic management, SaaS application 

I. INTRODUCTION

 To develop any application we should use model 

driven development technique. That it defined many 

concepts. Like abstract class is a class that cannot be 

instantiated, it exists extensively for inheritance and it 

must be inherited [1][2]. Meta-modelling, is the 

analysis, construction and development of the frames, 

rules, constraints, models and theories applicable and 

useful for modelling a predefined class of problems 

[3][4]. According to the Meta-Object Facility (MOF) 

standard, a meta-model is a model that defines the 

language for expressing a model [5][6][7]. Meta-model 

is model’s model that serves for explanation and 

definition of relationships among the various 

components of the applied model itself [8][10]. 

        Multi-graph is a graph with multiple edges 

between the same vertices. Formally G(V,E,F): a multi-

graph is a set of vertices V  along a set of edges E , and 

a function F mapping  from E to V. The function F 

shows which vertices are connected by which edge 

[9].The SaaS Application needs to develop for satisfy 

users. The important contribution of this paper is to 

show autonomic management is very important to SaaS 

application. And we have defined the benefit from 

meta-model and type graph to dynamically generate 

instances for SaaS application. 

 In the next section, we will discuss related work. 

Afterwards, in Section III we describe the general 

description for SaaS Model, and how it can be applied 

to cloud applications. In Section IV we formally 

describe the formal problem description. This is 

followed by Section V, where we described different 

approached to Solution Techniques. Subsequently, in 

Section VI we highlight to autonomic management. 

Finally, Section VII contains our conclusions. 

II. RELATED WORK

     As we understand SaaS application is new model for 

business process. In [11] they defined Multi-layered 

customization framework supporting continuous testing 

and recoverability. In [12][29] author they Executing of 

configurable and multitenant SaaS application. In [13] 

they depend on Multi-tenancy is increased utilization of 

hardware resources and improved ease of maintenance. 

In [14] they solved the problem of orchestrating SaaS 

business processes based on BPEL. The authors in 

[15][16] they focused on tenant-aware meta-data 

management and Open multi-tenant architectural 

blueprint based on a real world scenario. In [17][18] by 

Hybrid approach they solved placement of tenants and 

Innovative multi-layered customization framework. 

Authors in [19] they used COP achieves a higher 

customization flexibility. In[20][21][22][28] they 

Support SaaS providers in managing the variability of 

SaaS applications and their requirements, Calculations 

of resource requirements for multi-tenants with applied 

constraints in a shared application instance, and reduce 

its complexity by decoupling its management through 

different application layers. SaaS reference architecture 

must support at design time as well as at runtime this 

opinion defined in [23]. By three architectural patterns 

that support variability in multi-tenant SaaS 

environments in [24] they Customizable SaaS. In 

[25][26][30] the authors they depicts the design space 

and represents the common and variant parts of SaaS 

architectures, and Templates and derived fixed and 

tenant-specific parts of a solution. That is almost recent 

researches in SaaS application they didn’t mention or 

define methods to autonomically management SaaS. 

For that we show the necessity of autonomic 

management for SaaS application to improve the 

business process.  

III. GENERAL DESCRIBE MODEL

       As depict in figure1 our model for SaaS application 

we have three levels Provider-Model, Tenant-Model, 

and User-Model. Tenant-Model looks as instance of 

meta-model and User-Model as instance of Tenant-
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Model. Any level has the same layers application but it 

is different perspective from level to level.  

        Fig1 SaaS application model 

User Interface(UI): it is layer can be found in every 

model level begin from Provider-model that show the 

provider information about all tenants like define the 

style of User Interface is difference from tenant to 

tenant. In tenant level will be responsible from User 

Interface of user model how it look like how controlling 

it. In User-Model can put some features in User 

Interface and change by user.  

Business Process (BP): can category the activity 

process is difference from level to level. For example 

workflow process in provider-model will be difference 

from tenant to tenant according on the requirements 

changing. The same workflow process in tenant-model 

will different from user to user if they have not typical 

demands. In user model can put some optional activity 

process for user for customization his process. 

Services(S): service layer in provider-model will 

describe services that can be introduced from provider 

for tenants. Like analysis events and make reporting. In 

tenant-model will deliver some services for user. For 

user-model we can encourage user by setup some 

services when he want.  

Database (DB): this layer can define the access of data 

and storage it in memory. We can put the access of data 

for three levels depend on security issues. In addition 

the data storage for any tenants can be managed by 

provider-model. Tenant-model can tune and mining 

user data. For user-model can put different organized 

for various users type.  

IV.FORMAL PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

To explain the Challenges in SaaS Systems

Management we use example of bank system as SaaS 

application from IBM [27]. We will define our model 

through it and show why we need autonomic 

management for SaaS application. From the case 

diagram we have three models Provider-model 

(Administrator), tenant-model (bank), and user-model 

(customer) as depict in figure2 below. 

 Fig2 Case diagram of bank system 

Provider-model: 

 We have to describe: administrator for all tenants 

On-board bank: include information for every bank (ID, 

Name, and State (register, provision)) can delete or 

update and show the details of any bank. In addition 

provider administrator can add new bank. Manage bank 

administrators: can change (delete, update) information 

of bank administrator or add new administrator of bank. 

View metering events: the system filter metering event 

according to date and agent and subscriber to display 

the details of operation like (add account, add customer) 

In this level of Provider-model because we would 

manage many tenants for that we need to Self-

configuration for GUI according to tenants 

requirements it will help system to change dynamically 

in runtime. For example: say we have two kinds of 

tenants normal and VIP  if the tenant have exceed limit 

number of customers and transactions will be VIP 

tenant for that the system will be monitor and analyze 

for plan execution to show different GUI  for every 

tenant. Self-optimization need in bank system for 

optimize QoS and tuning of resources can do self 

servicing to delete or update tenant or self reporting to 

display the operation for every tenant. For example can 

monitor and analyze data show the result of risk that 

can occur from debit or credit services in any time and 

so monitor workflow (BP) it can be different from 

tenant to tenant according to some policy. Self-healing 

to monitoring the bank system for any fail or error can 

occur to prevent it or solve problem. For example 

monitoring the size of data memory for every tenant if 

it will be reach critical case the system will make 

indicator to show what will be happen. Self-protecting 

is very important in SaaS application exactly if we use 

multi-tenancy to share database and schema in bank 

system. The system ensures every tenant could have 

access to his data. 

Tenant-Model  

 Services can do by tenant (bank administrator for 

all customers) Manage Account: can add or 

modification customer’s account, have ID, type 

(checking, savings), balance. Manage teller operation: 

by account ID get all transaction (Check cashing, 

depositing, transfers, wire transfers, Payment 

collecting…etc). Manage bank customers: query 

customers information views all customers, add new 

customer Manage interest rate: find all rate, add new 

rate.  We need in Tenant-Model Self-configuration for 

GUI to categorize customers in the same bank. The 

style of GUI can be change dynamically according to 

customer activity. For example the customer who is 

having a lot of transaction through the bank will show 

him additional services can give through the bank 

according to his balance.  We need Self-optimizing in 

bank system in tenant-model need to optimize services 

to serve a lot of customers by less costing from provider. 

For example we can make self-service in customers 

transaction and self-reporting to measure and qualify 

the efficiency and resources using. We need Self-
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healing for any business process error in work flow if 

the customer changes the ordering of steps. For 

example the steps of Checking transaction apply by 

steps of Savings this transaction will be add to Saving 

transaction in total balance. Self-protecting any 

customer need full security to his data 

User-Model  

        Users have to do a lot of process like Account 

balance: can view account information (account-ID, 

type, and total-balance) Account transaction: display all 

transaction for Account by date and type like debit, 

credit process. Loan requests: see the current interest 

rate for bank define the product number and type 

(cheap, state). And show the last loan request by date 

and amount, status (approved, reject). In this level we 

need to Self-configuration the system let the customer 

to customize his style that he wants. Self-optimization 

can make self-searching to see all option for 

transactions that can appear for customers. Self-healing 

the system can self correct the error of customer like 

enter error data, make error in process credit or debit. 

Self-protecting the system need to protect this level of 

user model not let any unauthorized user can access the 

system. From this description of this running example 

we briefly obtain these Challenges in SaaS Systems 

Management: 

- Large-scale, heterogeneous distributed systems with

highly dynamic, complex multi-component

interactions.

- Large volumes of real-time high-dimensional data,

but also lots of missing information and uncertainty.

- Too much complexity, too few (skilled) 

administrators.

For these three challenges we trusted SaaS application 

need for self-managing for development and evolution 

systems. In addition autonomic management will lead 

to realize the feature of SaaS application by minimizing 

costing and increasing performance.  

Derivation model  

          According to Meta-Object Facility the model will 

be have three sequences Instance (Inst), Model (M), and 

Meta-Model (MM). As we depict in figure3 we have 

three models Provider Model (PM), Tenant Model(TM), 

and User Model they corresponding SaaS application. 

User model look like instance, tenant-model stand like 

a model and provider model show the meta-model.  

Fig3 MOF for SaaS application 

To explain the sequence of MOF in our SaaS 

application model we can take SaaSEHR application 

as example see figure4.  

Fig4 SaaSEHR application 

         From provider we have the application and all 

resources management, the application has functions 

will achieve by tenant-model this level will be look as 

administrator for all patient belong to unique hospital, 

and in user-model  have groups of patients every group 

has the same services and typical characteristics for 

application. We can describe the SaaSHER model in 

hierarchy sequence as depict in figure5.  

Provider model is UML meta-model Models the 

language UML, i.e., defines concepts like classes, 

attributes, associations, contains descriptions of 

elements that can be used to describe the models on the 

tenant model layer.  

Tenant model is UML-model by using any UML 

diagram, we instantiate the UML meta-model and 

obtain a UML model it contains application-specific 

models. 

 User model Run-time Instances Real instances of the 

models, contains concrete run-time instances. Note the 

difference between instance specification and real 

instance!  

Fig5 hierarchy sequence of model 

V. SOLUTION TECHNIQUES

  In system workflow we look for our model from 

bottom to top. For example we have G1 is group of 

patients belong to hospital H1 is high level care, G2 is 

group of patients belong to hospital H2 is middle level 

care, and G3 is group of patients belong to hospital H3 

low level care. The activity processes for patient in 
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SaaSEHR application can be depict in figure6 from 

start to end. 

     Fig6 Workflow model of SaaSEHR 

If we begin with User-model we can take three 

processes: Select hospital, the report of result, Payment. 

       Meta-model of SaaSEHR define Domain Specific 

Languages (DSLs) see the figure8. From our system 

workflow we obtain meta-model include the class and 

independencies of SaaSEHR application as depict in 

figure7 bellow. It contains meta-classes, meta-

associations and cardinality constraints. 

      Fig7 Meta-model of SaaSEHR 

     There is a need for a systematic derivation of 

instances of meta-models. Each model must be an 

instance of a “meta-model”, a meta-model being the 

specification of a set of models. The instance of the 

meta-model must conform to the cardinality constraints. 

In addition, instances of meta-models may further be 

restricted by the use of additional constraints specified 

in the Object Constraint Language (OCL). The instance 

of the meta-model must conform to the cardinality 

constraints. 

Fig8 Meta-model and DSL 

  Meta-models define Domain Specific Languages 

(DSLs). A DSL is a coordinated set of models. DDMM 

is Domain Definition Meta-Model .Each model in our 

system will be reference to other model. Tenant-model 

will reference to Provider-model and user-model will 

be reference to tenant-model as depict in figure9.  

 Fig9 References models 

Formal Description of Generation 

 In our model of SaaS application as depict in 

figure10 we generate tenant-model instance from 

provider model according to class, association from 

source to target to show mandatory, optional, XOR, and 

OR rules, and constraints to remark the associations is 

require or exclude. A meta-model can be considered as 

a class diagram on the meta-level, i.e. it contains meta-

classes, meta-associations and cardinality constraints. 

Instances of meta-models may further be restricted by 

the use of additional constraints specified in the Object 

Constraint Language (OCL).Typed graph 

transformations with inheritance will be the basis for 

the formal background for instance generating graph 

grammars. From object oriented modeling we have 

concert and abstract type that depend on inheritance, 

like we can describe type graph have node and edge 

from source node the edge will reach the target. For that 

type graph with inheritance will be show asset of nodes 

belong to node source. An instance of a meta-model is a 

concrete model that conforms to its meta-model. 

    Fig10 Generating Instances 

Definition 1 (Type graph with inheritance) A type 

graph with inheritance is a triple TGI = (TG, I, A) 

define a type graph TG = (TGV ,TGE , STG, TTG) (with a 

set TGV of nodes, a set TGE of edges, source and target 

functions STG, TTG : TGE →  TGV ), an acyclic

inheritance relation I ⊆ TGV × TGV , and a set A ⊆

TGV , called abstract nodes. For each x ∈ TGV , the

inheritance clan is defined by clan I (x) = {y ∈ TGV |

(y, x) ∈ I
*∗}, where I

*
 ∗  is the reflexive-transitive 

closure of I .In type graph have inheritance in node type 

and edge type depend on source and target to show the 
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function this called as clan morphism have the same 

feature. 

Definition 2 (Clan morphism figure 12)  LetTGI = (TG, 

I, A) with TG = (TGV ,TGE , STG, TTG) be a type graph 

with inheritance. A clan-morphism ctp : G → TGI from 

a graph G = (GV , GE , SG, TG) to TGI is a pair ctp = 

(ctpV : GV → TGV , ctpE: GE → TGE ) such that for all e

∈ GE the following holds:

• ctpV ◦ SG(e) ∈ clanI (STG ◦ ctpE (e)) and

• ctpV ◦ TG(e) ∈ clanI (TTG ◦ ctpE (e) ).

 (G, ctp) is called a clan-typed graph. 

      In graph grammars it have rule for transformation in 

application this rule have left-hand side and right side 

left is called as source graph and copy of replace left 

hand by  right hand side lead to the target. For 

controlling transformation used negative application 

condition NAC(x). 

Definition 3 (Application condition) A negative 

application condition is of the form NAC(x), where x: L 

→ X is an Injective morphism. A morphism m: L→G

satisfies NAC(x) if there does not exist an injective

morphism p : X → G with p ◦ x = m: 

An atomic application condition is of the form P(x, ∨i

∈I xi ) where x: L → X and xi : X → Ci with i ∈ I are

injective morphisms. A morphism m: L → G satisfies 

P(x,∨i∈I xi ) if for all injective morphisms p: X → G 

with p◦x = m there does exist an i ∈ I and an injective 

morphism qi :Ci → G with qi ◦ xi = p: 

Definition 4 (Rules) A rule typed over a type graph 

TGI = (TG, I, Abs) with inheritance is given by p = (L l

←K r→ R, Ap), where L, K, R are clan-typed graphs, l

and r are type-preserving injective graph morphisms, 

ctp−1 R (Abs) ⊆ r (KV ), and Ap is a set of application 

conditions of the form NAC(x) or P(x,∨i∈I xi ) as 

defined in Def. 3. 

Definition 5 (Rule matching and application) Given a 

rule p as in Definition 4 and a clan-typed graph (G, 

ctpG), then m is a match of p in G if 

• m is an injective morphism of the left-hand side

L of the rule p = (L l← K r→ R, Ap) as defined in 

Definition 4 in the graph G; 

• tK (x1) = tK (x2) for tK = ctpG◦ m ◦ l and x1, x2 ∈

KV with r (x1) = r (x2); 

• m satisfies all simple negative application

conditions and all atomic application conditions in Ap. 

Given a match m, a direct derivation (G, ctpG) p⇒,m (H, 
ctpH) exists if there is a span of  

graph morphisms G←D→H and a co-match m∗ : R→H 

of p in H where (1) and (2) are pushouts in the category 

of Graphs TG . 

Given a rule set R, (G, ctpG)∗⇒ R (H, ctpH) is a finite 

sequence of an arbitrary number of direct derivations by 

rules of R. A derivation (G, ctpG) ∗⇒ R (H, ctpH) 

terminates, if ∃r ∈ R : (H, ctpH) ⇒r (H , ctpH ). 

  As we mention tenant-model is instance of 

provider-model and user-model is instance of tenant-

model. We want to generate instance from meta-model 

like generate tenant-model from provider-model and 

generate user-model instance from tenant-model in a 

systematic way. We can generating instances by three 

layers layer1 classes have some abstract and other is 

concrete class have inheritance feature.layer2 see 

instance drive from associations from source to target to 

show mandatory, optional, XOR, and OR rules. Layer3 

constraints to remark the associations are require or 

exclude.  From our model if we take the provider-model 

in layer1 we must determine all concrete classes’ 

inheritance as we see in SaaSEHR model the carelevel 

class has inheritance to lowcare, midcare, and highcare 

as depict bellow in figure13 here we can generate new 

instances because we have option classes this feature 

will generate different instance for different a kind of 

hospitals according to carelevel. For tenant-model can 

generate instances for different persons see figure11 

 Fig11 Inheritance class 
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Layer2 instances can generate from 

association that have rules lead to various instances 

from  meta-model show multiplicity value 

mv(Ei)=(min,max) ∈  M to each edge Ei such that 

min;max ∈  Z ⋀ min ≥ 0;max > 0. 

 Mandatory relationship: A f-arc E = (TE,HE)

such that |H(E)|= 1 ⋀ label(E) = [1…1]

 Optional relationship: A f-arc E = (TE,HE)

such that |H(E)| = 1  ⋀  label(E) = [0…1]

 Alternative relationship (XOR): A f-arc E =

(TE,HE) such that |H(E)| = q = q > 1  ⋀  label(E) = [1…1] 

 “Addition” relationship (OR)A f-arc E = (TE,HE) 

such that |H(E)| = q = q > 1  ⋀ label(E) = [1…q]. 

       For Association we can show in type graph which 

edge is mandatory will be include in every instance like 

edge between area and hospital because every area must 

have hospital. By option edge can create different 

instance like the patient can select hospital according on 

levelcare. In alternative edge can generate various 

instances because in a time must use only way from 

multi like the payment of patient can be from bank, 

cash, and insurance. In addition OR edge instance can 

be variable because two choice can select in time or can 

select only one like in tenant-model if   we want to talk 

about process for employees just the instance will 

describe processes of a employee person work in 

hospital, however if we have processes joint between 

employees and patients here the instance in tenant-

model will describe processes for all persons in hospital. 

       Layer3 the constraint for nodes first is require 

constraint A f-arc E = (TE,HE) such that |H(E)| = q = q 

≥1  ⋀   label(E) = [q…q] The semantic meaning of a 

require edge is that the node in the tail set imposes the 

constraint of selecting all nodes in the head set. The 

semantic meaning of a mutex edge is that it is not 

possible to select more than one of the edge in the tail 

set at the same time A f-arc E = (TE;HE) such that T(E) 

= Root  ⋀  |H(E)|= q / q > 1  ⋀   label(E) = [0…1]. 

        In this layer require constraint can define instance 

by require node In example in tenant-model if the 

hospital just used payment from bank that lead to 

require account in bank for patient. For mutex 

constraint generates instance will different because the 

selecting will be for only one edge from two or many. 

Like in patient payment workflow we have two kind’s 

workflow with insurance or without it. You couldn’t 

take both workflows in same time. 

VII. CONCLUSIONS

   The track record of success is accelerating the rate 

of adoption and expanding the range of applications 

that are being converted to the SaaS delivery model. It 

is also dramatically changing the competitive landscape 

of viable SaaS providers. In this paper our novelty is 

show new describe for SaaS application model. And by 

used meta-model and type graph autnomicaly generated 

instances. In addition the classification of SaaS model 

in three levels it will be easy in future to management 

SaaS application in autonomic way.  
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